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Parallel Optimization of Synthetic Pathways within the Network of
Organic Chemistry
Mikołaj Kowalik, Chris M. Gothard, Aaron M. Drews, Nosheen A. Gothard, Alex Weckiewicz,
Patrick E. Fuller, Bartosz A. Grzybowski,* and Kyle J. M. Bishop*

The entire chemical-synthetic knowledge created since the
days of Lavoisier to the present can be represented[1–4] as
a complex network (Figure 1a) comprising millions of com-
pounds and reactions. While it is simply beyond cognition of
any individual human to understand and analyze all this
collective chemical knowledge, modern computers have
become powerful enough to perform suitable network
analyses within reasonable timescales. In this context, a prob-
lem that is both fundamentally interesting and practically
important is the identification of optimal synthetic pathways
leading to desired, known molecules from commercially

available substrates. In either manual searches or semi-
automated search tools, such as Reaxys,[5a] this procedure is
done by back-tracking the possible syntheses step-by-step.
Such “manual” methods, however, give virtually no chance of
finding an optimal pathway, as the number of possible
syntheses to consider is very large (for example, ca. 1019

within five steps). Moreover, the problem becomes dramat-
ically more complex when one aims to optimize the syntheses
of multiple substances simultaneously when, for example,
a company producing N products would strive to design
synthetic pathways sharing many common substrates/inter-
mediates and minimizing the overall synthetic cost (Fig-
ure 1a). As we show herein, however, judicious combination
of combinatorial optimization with network search algo-
rithms allows the parallel optimization of tens to thousands of
syntheses. The algorithms we describe traverse the network of
organic chemistry (henceforth, NOC or simply the network)
probing different synthetic paths according to the cost
criterion as defined by a combination of labor cost and the
cost of staring materials. In a specific case study, we show that
our optimization can reduce the cost of an existing synthetic
company (here, ProChimia Surfaces)[5b] by almost 50 %.
Overall, this communication is the first instance in which
synthetic optimizations are based on the entire body of
synthetic knowledge as stored in the NOC and combined with
economical descriptors (that is, prices). While each of the
individual reactions in the NOC is known, the network search
algorithms create new chemical knowledge in the form of
near optimal reaction sequences; notably, the syntheses that
are optimal for making any molecule individually can be
different from those optimizing the synthesis of this and other
molecules simultaneously.

Our analyses are based on a network of about 7 million
reactions and about 7 million substances derived as described
in the first communication in this series[6] (also see
Refs. [1, 2]). While in our earlier analyses of NOC, the
simple dot–arrow representation was typically sufficient, the
analysis of specific syntheses involving multiple substrates
and/or products requires the so-called bipartite-graph repre-
sentation with two types of nodes: those corresponding to
specific substances (blue dots in Figure 1b), and those
representing the reactions (black dots in Figure 1b). This
representation of the NOC captures the causal synthetic
dependencies and accounts for the fact that a viable synthesis
(see the Supporting Information, Section 2) cannot proceed
without all of the necessary reactants, which must either be
synthesized by another suitable reaction or purchased.

Also, as our network searches are intended to compare
the actual costs of syntheses, we have linked the NOC to a test

Figure 1. The network of organic chemistry and its bipartite wiring
plan. a) Small fraction of the network (ca. 0.025%) centered on six
target compounds (red). Computational methods described herein
allow for the identification of near optimal synthesis plans (inset)
despite the size and complexity of the network. b) Illustration of the
mapping from a list of chemical reactions to a directed, bipartite
network.
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Exploring Chemical Space for Drug Discovery Using the Chemical
Universe Database
Jean-Louis Reymond* and Mahendra Awale

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Berne, Freiestrasse 3, 3012 Berne, Switzerland

ABSTRACT: Herein we review our recent efforts in searching
for bioactive ligands by enumeration and virtual screening of the
unknown chemical space of small molecules. Enumeration from
first principles shows that almost all small molecules (>99.9%)
have never been synthesized and are still available to be prepared
and tested. We discuss open access sources of molecules, the
classification and representation of chemical space using
molecular quantum numbers (MQN), its exhaustive enumeration
in form of the chemical universe generated databases (GDB), and
examples of using these databases for prospective drug discovery.
MQN-searchable GDB, PubChem, and DrugBank are freely
accessible at www.gdb.unibe.ch.

KEYWORDS: chemical space, databases, virtual screening, docking, acetylcholine, glutamate

Small molecule drugs exert their action by binding to specific
molecular constituents of the cell such as to modulate

biochemical processes in a disease modifying manner. The
magnitude and specificity of binding depends on the
complementarity between the drug molecule and its target in
terms of shape, polarity, and chemical functionality. The
success of small molecule drugs stems from the facts that (a)
their size matches that of most biologically relevant binding
sites; (b) the structural and functional diversity available in
small molecules is sufficient to achieve strong and specific
binding to most of these binding sites; and (c) the
pharmacokinetics of small molecule drugs can be optimized
while retaining target binding to enable efficacy and safety in
vivo.1

Genome sequencing, proteomics, structural biology, and
yeast two-hybrid screens have documented the extremely large
number and diversity of potential drug targets and their
interactions.2 On the other hand, chemists have learned to
deliver potent and selective ligands on demand by combining
molecular design and synthesis methods with bioactivity assays
and activity optimization protocols.3 Although the experimental
evidence of polypharmacology shows that many drug molecules
are not selective and hit multiple targets,4 the driving
hypothesis of medicinal chemistry remains that a specific
small molecule ligand can be found for any binding site.5

The hypothesis above assumes that the number and diversity
of drug-sized molecules is sufficient to address all the different
binding sites in biology. Hence, the following fundamental
chemical question arises: how many molecules are in principle
possible? This question was formulated in the early days of
organic chemistry as soon as it was realized that organic
structures can be described as graphs,6 and over the years has
remained a playground of theoretical chemistry.7 The system-

atic enumeration of molecules found applications in the 1960s
in the area of computer aided structure elucidation (CASE),8

and since the 1990s to address molecular diversity in the
context of combinatorial chemistry for drug discovery.9

Considerations on the number of possible molecules has led
to the concept of the “chemical space” to describe the ensemble
of all organic molecules to be considered when searching for
new drugs.10 Herein we discuss the exploitation of this concept
for drug discovery, with focus on the exhaustive enumeration of
the small molecule chemical space realized in our group in form
of the chemical universe database GDB and its utilization for
ligand discovery in the area of neurotransmitter receptors and
transporters.

1. THE KNOWN CHEMICAL SPACE
Whereas the theoretically possible chemical space is very large
(see below), one may at first consider the known chemical
space, that is, the ensemble of all organic molecules reported
thus far. Thanks to several open access initiatives, this chemical
space is currently accessible to the public (Table 1). Most of
the databases listed in Table 1 can be searched for single
compounds or their analogues by structure, name, or
bioactivity.
The number of known molecules is impressive and

interesting; however, this number alone does not provide any
information on what these molecules are. The concept of
“chemical space” suggests a representation in form of a
geographical map to illustrate the distribution of molecules
and their properties. To obtain such a map, one first creates a
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insight introduction

L iving systems have evolved over several billion
years to carry out carefully controlled chemistry
in an aqueous environment at temperatures
almost exclusively between zero and 100 °C.
Under these conditions and unaided, many of

the chemical reactions that are essential to life would not
occur at perceptible rates, and most would not result in
specific and reproducible products. Enzymes, along with
other proteins and some nucleic acids, are used by natural
biological systems to achieve this control; these macro-
molecules are responsible for the synthesis, transport and
degradation of virtually every chemical compound in the
biological environment1. 

However, the chemical compounds used by biological
systems represent a staggeringly small fraction of the total
possible number of small carbon-based compounds with
molecular masses in the same range as those of living systems
(that is, less than about 500 daltons). Some estimates of this
number are in excess of 1060 (ref. 2). The simplest living organ-
isms can function with just a few hundred different types of
such molecule, and fewer than 100 account for nearly the
entire molecular pool3,4. Moreover, it seems that the total
number of different small molecules within our own bodies
could be just a few thousand4. So, it is clear that, at least in terms
of numbers of compounds, ‘biologically relevant chemical
space’ is only a minute fraction of complete ‘chemical space’
(see Box 1 for a definition of the terms used in this Insight). It is
remarkable that so many complex processes can be carried 

out with such a limited number of molecules, and that biolog-
ical chemistry can be so rich and diverse despite the relatively
limited range of reactions that seem to have been exploited
during the evolution of living systems (see Box 2 for a
discussion of why particular types of chemistry might have
emerged as the basis of life).

Similarly, as revealed by the recent triumphs of a variety
of international sequencing projects, the genomes of the
simplest living systems encode the sequences of less than
1,000 different proteins and the human genome about 100
times more5 — numbers that are minute when compared
with the total number of proteins that could theoretically
exist. As there are 20 different types of amino acid and the
average size of a natural protein is about 300 residues, this
number is a staggering 20300 or more than 10390, and if only a
single molecule of each of these polypeptides were to be
produced, their combined mass would vastly exceed that of
the known universe. Natural proteins are therefore also a
very select group of molecules.

The characteristics of this select group of natural pro-
teins are linked to those of the small molecules that are used
in living systems, and to those of the relatively small number
of synthetic small molecules that we have developed into
drugs. Understanding this link will help us answer the
question of how we can best use the powerful new methods
that are emerging to probe biological systems, both to
understand the fundamental processes of life and to develop
new strategies to treat disease.

Chemical space and biology
Christopher M. Dobson

Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 1EW, UK (e-mail: cmd44@cam.ac.uk)

Chemical space — which encompasses all possible small organic molecules, including those present in
biological systems — is vast. So vast, in fact, that so far only a tiny fraction of it has been explored.
Nevertheless, these explorations have greatly enhanced our understanding of biology, and have led to the
development of many of today’s drugs. The discovery of new bioactive molecules, facilitated by a deeper
understanding of the nature of the regions of chemical space that are relevant to biology, will advance our
knowledge of biological processes and lead to new strategies to treat disease. 

Figure 1 Schematic representation of a crowded cell. An
array of different molecules can function independently
under extremely crowded conditions, partly because of
judicious distributions of oppositely charged polar groups
on the molecular surfaces38. However, such systems are
in some ways extremely fragile. For example, a mutation
that alters just one amino acid in the haemoglobin
molecule (replacing a charged carboxylic acid with a
methyl group) can stimulate massive aggregation and
give rise to a fatal genetic disease, sickle-cell
anaemia8,39. More generally, many disorders of old age,
most famously Alzheimer’s disease, result from the
increasingly facile conversion of normally soluble
proteins into intractable deposits that occur particularly
as we get older (see http://www.horizonsymposia.com/
for the Horizon Symposium ‘Protein Folding and
Disease’, and ref. 40). Many of these aggregation
processes involve the reversion of the unique
biologically active forms of polypeptide chains into a
generic and non-functional ‘chemical’ form41. Adapted
with permission from D. Goodsell.
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DRUG DISCOVERY

TODAY

Medicinal chemistry in the era of big
data
Lars Richter, Gerhard F. Ecker*
University of Vienna, Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Althanstrasse 14, 1090 Wien, Austria

In the era of big data medicinal chemists are exposed to

an enormous amount of bioactivity data. Numerous

public data sources allow for querying across medium

to large data sets mostly compiled from literature.

However, the data available are still quite incomplete

and of mixed quality. This mini review will focus on how

medicinal chemists might use such resources and how

valuable the current data sources are for guiding drug

discovery.

Section editor:
Antony Williams –  Royal Society of Chemistry, Wake
Forest, NC, USA.

Introduction
Medicinal chemistry is rapidly progressing towards becoming

a Big Data science. It started with lead optimization using

small series of compounds, and progressed via mining data

from high throughput screens towards multitarget profiling

and pathway driven drug discovery. To pursue these tasks

millions of data points from different domains have to be

created, integrated, analyzed, and put into the right context.

While the big data warehouses within pharmaceutical com-

panies at least provide an integrated platform for in-house

generated data, the public domain for a long time suffered

from lack of data integration efforts [1 ]. Although a lot of

open access databases hosting compound-structure, com-

pound-bioactivity and compound-pharmacology data are

available, they are provided in different formats, using differ-

ent ontologies and standards for reporting chemical struc-

tures and biological assays [2 ]. However, with the recent

launch of the Open PHACTS Discovery Platform a big step

towards solving these problems has been made [3]. The

platform allows querying across different domains of open

life science data covering the concepts of ligand – target –

pathway – disease [4 ]. Nevertheless, most of the underlying

public databases (Fig. 1 ) are compiled from literature sources

and are thus heterogeneous in their coverage and quality.

This raises the question regarding how useful large integrated

public data sources are for medicinal chemists and what

might be needed for further improvement. Within this arti-

cle, we will focus on (i) data type and data quality, (ii)

coverage of the chemical space, (iii) completeness of data,

and (iv) sustainability and community engagement.

Data type and data quality
For medicinal chemists it is of utmost importance that the

data they are using are suitable for computational modeling

and allow for the derivation of solid hypotheses. This implies

that the values measured for a distinct compound for a

specific target deviate by not more than a factor of 3–4

between different labs and different assays. In reality, this

is far beyond reach, as there are numerous numerical end-

points such as IC50 (concentration at half-maximum inhibi-

tion), EC50 (concentration at half-maximum effect), Ki

(inhibitor constant for the protein-inhibitor complex), ratios

(like e.g. efflux ratio, fluorescence activity ratio) and percent-

age of inhibition, reported in public databases. ChEMBL  [5] is

by far the most advanced public source for compound – target

data, reports many thousands of different bioactivity end-

points for its compounds and this was one of the biggest

Drug Discovery Today: Technologies Vol. 14, 2015
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The Chemical Space Project
Published as part of the Accounts of Chemical Research special issue “Synthesis, Design, and Molecular Function”.

Jean-Louis Reymond*

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Berne, Freiestrasse 3, 3012 Berne, Switzerland

CONSPECTUS: One of the simplest questions that can be
asked about molecular diversity is how many organic
molecules are possible in total? To answer this question, my
research group has computationally enumerated all possible
organic molecules up to a certain size to gain an unbiased
insight into the entire chemical space. Our latest database,
GDB-17, contains 166.4 billion molecules of up to 17 atoms of
C, N, O, S, and halogens, by far the largest small molecule
database reported to date. Molecules allowed by valency rules
but unstable or nonsynthesizable due to strained topologies or
reactive functional groups were not considered, which reduced
the enumeration by at least 10 orders of magnitude and was
essential to arrive at a manageable database size. Despite these restrictions, GDB-17 is highly relevant with respect to known
molecules.
Beyond enumeration, understanding and exploiting GDBs (generated databases) led us to develop methods for virtual screening
and visualization of very large databases in the form of a “periodic system of molecules” comprising six different fingerprint
spaces, with web-browsers for nearest neighbor searches, and the MQN- and SMIfp-Mapplet application for exploring color-
coded principal component maps of GDB and other large databases. Proof-of-concept applications of GDB for drug discovery
were realized by combining virtual screening with chemical synthesis and activity testing for neurotransmitter receptor and
transporter ligands. One surprising lesson from using GDB for drug analog searches is the incredible depth of chemical space,
that is, the fact that millions of very close analogs of any molecule can be readily identified by nearest-neighbor searches in the
MQN-space of the various GDBs. The chemical space project has opened an unprecedented door on chemical diversity.
Ongoing and yet unmet challenges concern enumerating molecules beyond 17 atoms and synthesizing GDB molecules with
innovative scaffolds and pharmacophores.

■ INTRODUCTION
Organic molecules are defined by the number, type, topological
connectivity, and stereochemistry of atoms described by their
structural formula. As of today over one hundred million such
organic molecules have been prepared, mostly in the context of
medicinal chemistry.1,2 Cheminformatics provides various
computational tools to handle the massive amount of
information created by these millions of molecules, in particular
to enable database classification and bioactivity prediction.3−7

One of the simplest questions that can be asked about
molecular diversity is how many organic molecules are possible
in total? The so-called “drug-like” chemical space has been
estimated at 1060 for all molecules obeying Lipinski’s rule-of-
five for oral bioavailability,8,9 and at 1020−1024 for all molecules
up to 30 atoms,10 in any case a number far too large for
practical application.11 Nevertheless my research group has
undertaken the computational enumeration of all possible
organic molecules up to a certain size. Our goal was not only to
count molecules but also to write them down as SMILES,4 to
understand their diversity, and to test their possible relevance
for drug discovery. This “chemical space project” led to the
chemical universe databases (GDBs, generated databases)

enumerating molecules following criteria for size, chemical
stability, and synthetic feasibility. This Account follows previous
reviews12−15 and provides a perspective on our work on
database assembly, visualization, and drug discovery.

■ ENUMERATION
Organic molecules can be derived from mathematical graphs by
substituting atoms for graph nodes and chemical bonds for
graph edges. In 1875 Cayley, the inventor of graph theory,
reported the first application of this principle by estimating the
number of possible acyclic branched hydrocarbons as a function
of size,16−18 an approach later followed for other top-
ologies.19,20 Beyond counting, structure enumeration algo-
rithms such as MOLGEN21,22 have been produced to enable
computer-assisted structure elucidation (CASE)23−26 by
enumerating molecules fitting predefined criteria of elemental
composition, mass, and the presence or absence of functional
groups. Other types of structure generators such as SPROUT27

are genetic algorithms that evolve organic molecules for
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Managing the Computational Chemistry Big Data Problem: The
ioChem-BD Platform
M. Álvarez-Moreno,*,†,‡ C. de Graaf,‡,∥ N. Loṕez,† F. Maseras,†,§ J. M. Poblet,‡ and C. Bo*,†,‡

†Institute of Chemical Research of Catalonia, ICIQ, Av. Països Catalans 16, 43007 Tarragona, Catalonia, Spain
‡Department of Physical and Inorganic Chemistry, Universitat Rovira i Virgili, C/Marcel·lí Domingo s/n, 43007 Tarragona,
Catalonia, Spain
§Department of Chemistry, Universitat Autoǹoma de Barcelona, 08193 Bellaterra, Catalonia, Spain
∥Catalan Institution for Research and Advanced Studies, ICREA, Passeig Lluis Companys 23, 08010 Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain

ABSTRACT: We present the ioChem-BD platform (www.
iochem-bd.org) as a multiheaded tool aimed to manage large
volumes of quantum chemistry results from a diverse group of
already common simulation packages. The platform has an
extensible structure. The key modules managing the main tasks
are to (i) upload of output files from common computational
chemistry packages, (ii) extract meaningful data from the
results, and (iii) generate output summaries in user-friendly
formats. A heavy use of the Chemical Mark-up Language
(CML) is made in the intermediate files used by ioChem-BD.
From them and using XSL techniques, we manipulate and
transform such chemical data sets to fulfill researchers’ needs in
the form of HTML5 reports, supporting information, and other
research media.

1. INTRODUCTION
Intensive high performance computing is one of the pillars to
accelerate materials discovery and development in many fields
of science and engineering, most prominently chemistry,
physics, and related areas. The volume of information
generated daily, coming from the results of scientific
calculations, is increasing exponentially. For instance, in our
lab, scientists (a group of about 10) generate 1.3TB weekly. Its
conservation on physical media is favored right now by the
cheap price of storage per bit of information as well as an
increase in the available telecommunications infrastructure
bandwidth. This fact makes the public and private centers
generate and store more and more terabytes of information. In
our particular case, this information corresponds to the
outcome of calculations. At present, storage of computational
simulations has not been identified as a bottleneck in most data
and supercomputing centers. However, the main global players
in the Internet business have already introduced the “Big
Data”1 concept to start looking for solutions to maintain all
physical data storage systems sustainable and provide
convenient access. Solutions based on what is called “the
cloud” along with concepts derived from the “social networks”
are leading to a reformulation of how and in what physical
space the information shall be stored. As a result, there is a
growing demand for tools to order the storage, allow analysis,
and simplify the presentation of significantly large volumes of
growing data in an amenable, transparent, and reliable manner.2

Only a very small percentage of the information currently
stored in data centers is hierarchically indexed.3 This simply
means that the information available is impossible to process;
the information bits are hardly usable by any person other than
the creator himself. Tim Berners-Lee, one of the original
creators of the World Wide Web, identified the need to
transform numerical data into “raw data”.4 This raw data is the
desirable state where information is meaningful because it is
enriched with labels that contextualizes it, the labels being
“metadata”. Once contextualized, searching the ocean of
information is more efficient. Moreover, the search process
becomes a process of knowledge creation, as it is possible to
establish new connections, in what is already called “linked
data”.5

The application of these concepts to the field of computa-
tional chemistry is hindered by the heterogeneity of the
packages used in the atomistic simulations of molecules and
materials. As a result, the outcome of atomistic simulations
addressing chemical or physical problems and based on the
application of the Schrödinger equation are presented in a
disperse manner, with sparse data showing only some of the
key aspects as geometries, energies, and chemical and/or
physical properties. The wave function or density data does not
belong to this set due to the following reasons: (i) the size of
these files is excessive for our purposes; (ii) the speed of the
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MIT

What do chemists do?  DISCOVER OR NAVIGATE? 
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Thus, “design” is not possible, and 
“humans are the explorers, and not 
the creators of chemical worlds”
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So what will chemists do in the future?  
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If it can learn to cook then it can certainly do 
synthetic organic chemistry!
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‘Digital Alchemist’ Seeks Rules of Emergence 
– working backwards
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a long time!
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AI3 Science Network+

• What is a 
Network+?
• Web site will be 

www.ai3sd.org
• Currently working 

on the domain 
name mapping!
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AI for discovery and manufacture in Chemical 
and Material Sciences

• How to ‘Dial-a-Molecule’ using AI.
• Med. Chem. Property Prediction
• Materials Chemistry Prediction and Manufacture
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• programs for computer aided design of synthetic routes to 
unknown molecules 
• none would yet challenge a graduate synthetic chemist. 
• to support the growing needs to revolutionise synthetic 

chemistry to support the green and circular economies 
• augmented exploration of reaction space through analysis of 

reaction outcomes & modelling
• Digital & Robotic support for synthesis labs



Communication between the Communities

• Enabling communication between the two major research streams 
involved in the proposed network will be the most important aspect of our 
work.
• Facilitated by the use the language of modern discourse the philosophy of 

science. 
• Exemplifying by using pharmaceuticals and materials chemistry as the 

initial exemplar economically important science base has significant 
appetite for AI tools.
• Meeting the URKI Global Challenges and contributing to the UN 

Sustainability Goals.
• Growing the network from this base to a broad endeavour supporting 

wide-ranging scientific discovery.
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Deep 
Learning
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UncertaintyExperiments

Key Aspects of 
Artificial and 
Augmented 
Intelligence
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Network Time Line
Grant announced March 2018

Expected start date June 2018

Appoint Network coordinator July 2018

Advisory Board first meeting summer 
2018

Launch Meeting Autumn 2018

Grant will run for 3 years (end 2021)
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• Sustainability plan 
• Academic and Industry 

liaison organization
• Grow to wider areas of 

physical sciences
• An impact vehicle for 

UKRI grants

Networking and Funding

• We will be running a series of traditional and innovative approaches 
to encouraging new ideas and facilitating their development.
• We have considerable experience in running Networks and allocating 

and administering funding.
• Ethical, Moral and Societal issues are key to the pursuit of AI areas.
• Strong focus, but outward looking, with plans for Training & 

Sustainability
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Events & Funding

• Events
• Workshops
• Workshop+
• Hackathons
• Network Conferences
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Proposed Network Activities

• Horizon Scanning & Literature Surveys
• Networking activities conferences & workshops: 
• Workshop+

• Research Projects (pilot projects, feasibility studies)
• Innovative co-creation projects between AI and Physical Science researchers up to 6 

months with finding from £10k - £40k
• Hack Sessions 
• Incubator Secondments
• ECR Support (conference etc)
• Social Media & Community competitions
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Initial Ideas
• Novel Mathematics – beyond Random Forests

• Topological Data Analysis

• How the shape of chemical data might influence the structure of 

chemical neural networks

• Holographic Principle & Chemistry

• New theory for strongly coupled systems – a new basis for machine 

learning

• Smart Labs?

• More quality data, more fun for researchers

• Simulations?

• Good data + High level; simulations 
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AI enhanced 
discovery cycle



Partners

• Aida Lovelace Division
• STFC Scientific Computing
• Alan Turing Institute 
• Benevolent AI
• Dial a Molecule
• EPSRC Grand Challenge Network
• Directed Assembly
• EPSRC Grand Challenge Network
• IBM
• Institute for Environmental 

Analytics

• Jisc
• Liverpool Materials Centre
• Microsoft
• NCS
• NQIT
• ROAR
• Science and Engineering South
• Software Sustainability Inst 
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Public Interest and 
Ethical Approaches
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Network Administration

• Network Advisory Board (AB) 
• Network Executive Group (NEG) 
• Managing Funding Opportunities: Calls will be widely advertised and 

properly assessed by peer review making use of members of the advisory 
board and the community. Considerations of equality and diversity will be 
central to the organisation of all Network events. 
• Review Panels Small Panels will be established to assess the quality of Pilot 

Study proposals and make funding decisions. Panel members will be drawn 
from the Network community and will include early career academics. The 
panels will be responsible for ensuring that a full ethical review has been 
undertaken and that the RCUK and network principles are being followed. 
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Producers & users
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Plans for Digital Chemistry

• Chemical Database Service à Physical Sciences Data Science Service
• AI and Chemistry CDT application in process
• A GCRF Outlook
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We must speed up the knowledge discovery 
process
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• All I am saying is that now is 
the time to develop the 
technology to deflect an 
asteroid 
• We have 100 years left in this 

planet - Hawkins
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Trust me Mort - no electronic communications 
superhighway, no matter how vast and sophisticated, 
will ever replace the art of the schmooze 

Thank you for listening 
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